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I can’t wait for October to get here! Although the calendar says that it is fall, my AC is still running full blast,
and I still find myself waiting until it’s almost dark to mow my grass. I have faith that it will eventually cool
off. But, the main reason I can’t wait for October is that the fishing in the White Mountains will gradually start
improving until ice-up. Over the years, I’ve learned that fall is about the best time of the year to target big
browns, rainbows and cutthroats in our mountain lakes. You can bet that I’ll take every chance to get up there
until the snow is too deep.
I hope you made it to our Sept 12 outing at the Queen Creek Golf course. We hosted a Project Healing
Waters group as part of the outing, and we had some decent fishing for tilapia, bass and carp. I don’t want to
brag but I caught a pretty nice tilapia on one of Tom Horvath’s favorite flies. Ask Tom for the details—I’m sure
he’ll be happy to share his version of the story. (Then come by and I’ll give you the REAL story…)
We have a couple of the year’s best outings coming up. Oct 30-Nov 4 will be our
annual trip to Rocky Point—I think it’s the 52nd annual—and we typically have great
weather and great fishing this time of year. The details are elsewhere in this newsletter, but do yourself a favor and sign up for this trip. You will not regret it! Contact
Vince Deadmond for more details. Nov 12-15 is our annual fall trip to the White
Mountains. We will be staying in Springerville in close proximity to Becker Lake, but
close enough to Big, Crescent, Lee Valley, Reservation etc. that you can easily make a
day trip of it. A couple of years ago we had an amazing trip to Becker and Sunrise in
mid-November—multiple 18-20” rainbows close to the bank taking leeches and small nymphs on every other
cast. You don’t want to miss this trip either! Contact Gentry Smith for details.
We are instituting a new policy for our monthly meetings:
All solicitations by club members or visitors (trips, classes, items for sale etc.) need to be approved by the
board in advance of the meeting. Preference is to present to the board directly, email is OK. The board will
consider liability, and what’s the advantage for the club and it’s members.
Looking ahead, we are starting our efforts for the February 2016 annual banquet. I know that seems far
away, but we need to start now to pull off this event. We have reserved the Knights of Columbus Hall in
Chandler (same venue as the past several years) and we are starting to ask for donations to the raffle. Please
consider donating new or very lightly used items to the club for this raffle; ask your favorite restaurant or
business if they would consider donating a gift certificate etc. This is our only major fund raiser of the year,
and we will need your help to make it a success.
A few of you have asked me what’s the story on my tagline—what did those cute little mice ever do to me?
Here’s the story. Dick Brooks, his brother Al, and me were on a rafting trip in Alaska a few years back. This was
a self guided trip in little one man rafts. Every night we made camp, careful to pick gravel bars that had little
indication of bear tracks. Shortly after settling in to our tents at night, I was rudely awakened by a rodent
running across my face. Per Dick and Al, I shrieked like a little girl, which made them think that I was being attacked by a bear. When they found out that it was merely a mouse, I took abuse for the rest of the trip. It really
wasn’t that funny……..I don’t know why Dick and Al couldn’t stop laughing about it for a week.
Tight Lines, keep your powder dry, and zip up your tent door at night. Those mice are sneaky. Very sneaky.
Joe

OCTOBER DFC CLUB MEETING...

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

October’s speaker is going
to be John Rohmer talking
about WMLF and fall fishing opportunities in the
White Mountains.
Come along with the rest
of the DFC Trout Bums,
join us on Wednesday,
October 14, 2015.

Come meet-up with us Trout Bums...6:00 Dinner... 7:00 Club Meeting,
followed by your monthly program along with fun and raffle prizes!
Catch all of us DFC TROUT BUMS...We talk fish, we fish an' fish an' talk fish while enjoying the out-of-doors in Arizona!
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“Most fishing is done by reading books....”
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and community outreach
efforts by:
• Providing Education
classes and clinics on fly
fishing, fly casting, fly
tying, rod building and
other associated skills

• Committing to conserve,
restore, and enhance local
and regional fisheries
• Making fishing
approachable, enjoyable
and safe in family friendly
environment
• Promoting responsible
angling practices
CATCH US HERE:
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Last month I gave you a few pages from F.M Halford's fishing, known as the dry fly guru at that
time period. What is laid out within is Halford's counter part G.E.M. Skues and his belief of wet
fly fishing is the right way to trout fish. In brief, there was a constant battle back in those days
and much controversy between the two camps. Many times their philosophies where aired out in
magazine journals during the early 1900’s. Bitter disagreements of how to fish...the local trouter
even took sides with debates between both camps. Mr. Skues, as a lawyer, always found his way
of using the correct words, thus as the both of them had their say in articles, all of the fuss never
ended up in court.
Hope you’ll enjoy some information on Mr. Skues- the history of the man in brief along with his
writings from his book: “Minor Tactics of the Chalk Stream.” There is a chapter on his “Ethics of the
Wet Fly” and a chapter depicting his use of some of the flies he used, which, I’ve include the recipes for our avid DFC Trout Bums to consider.
Let’s slip back to the late 1800's and learn wet fly fishing. I’ll see you on page...8 thru 11.
Robert McKeon • DFC Editor - Graphic Guru,
Head Wrangler of Stuff & Stay at Home Fly Fisherman

George Edward MacKenzie Skues,
usually known as G. E. M. Skues (1858–1949),

was a British lawyer, author and fly fisherman most noted for the invention of
modern-day nymph fishing and the controversy it caused with the Chalk stream
dry fly doctrine developed by Frederic M. Halford. His second book, The Way of a
Trout with the Fly (1921) is considered a seminal work on nymph fishing. According to Dr Andrew Herd, the British fly fishing historian, Skues:

was, without any doubt, one of the greatest trout fishermen that ever lived. His achievement was the
invention of fly fishing with the nymph, a discovery that put a full stop to half a century of stagnation
in wet fly fishing for trout, and formed the bedrock for modern sunk fly fishing. Skues' achievement
was not without controversy, and provoked what was perhaps the most bitter dispute in fly fishing
history. — Dr. Andrew Herd

George Edward MacKenzie Skues was, without any doubt, one of the greatest trout fishermen that ever lived.
His achievement was the invention of fly fishing with the nymph, a discovery that put a full stop to half a
century of stagnation in wet fly fishing for trout, and formed the bedrock for modern sunk fly fishing. Skues'
achievement was not without controversy, and provoked what was perhaps the most bitter dispute in fly fishing history.
He was the eldest child of William MacKenzie Skues, at the time surgeon to the Newfoundland Companies. His mother's maiden name was Margaret Ayre. When he was three, his parents returned to Britain, his
father's work resulted in fairly frequent moves for the young Skues, until 1872, when he won a sholarship to
Winchester. In 1874 he bought some hooks in Hammond's to catch minnows, and his first attempt at fly fishing
was made that year using an eleven foot rod, a silk and horsehair line, and a Wickham's Fancy. It was a long
time before he caught his first trout. His first day on the chalk streams was the result of an invitation to fish on
the Itchen in 1887, and his first article in the angling press appeared the following year under his pseudonym
"Val Conson."
His first book, Minor Tactics of the Chalk Stream, was published in 1910 and was a careful exploration of the
possibilities of nymph fishing at a time when the dry fly school reigned supreme. He followed it in 1921 with
The Way of a Trout with a Fly, a classic work. Numerous dry-fly men (including Halford) had observed that traditional winged wet flies represented no known underwater insect and declined to explore the possibilities - a
blinkered decision as it turned out. Skues, on the other hand, was the first fisherman to make the point that
the bulging rises which marked the first stage of the rise were caused by fish taking nymphs - nymphs that
could be imitated if new patterns and a new method were developed. He pointed out that it was only later
that fish began to take duns, and that on occasion the fish were so surfeited with nymphs that the rise was
insignificant. Skues ‘third stage’ was the mopping up of stragglers by fish taking a mixture of duns, damaged
or drowned flies and nymphs. He made the point that fishing wet to first and third stage fish didn’t spoil dry
fly fishing in the second stage and his most crucial discovery was that nymphing trout had to be struck, and
that the timing of the strike depended on very subtle observation.
Skues’ ground-breaking ideas left him exposed to a great deal of criticism, which he bore with good grace.
He was saved from serious personal attack partly because he was a lawyer with an assertive character and
partly his new technique meant that he could catch fish under circumstances that defeated everyone else.
But, on February 10th 1938, an extraordinary event occurred. The years prior to the war had seen a resurgence
of dry-fly purism, and Skues and his supporters had come under heavy and sustained attack. In a typically British development, the committee of the Flyfisher’s Club called a debate on the subject of the ethics of nymph
fishing in chalk streams. The debate drew a huge audience that read like an honour-roll of British fly fishing.
Despite the support arrayed in the dry fly corner, the only serious opposition to Skues was mounted by Sir
Joseph Hall, in a closely reasoned argument which questioned Skues’ somewhat partisan quoting of Halford.
Ultimately, the field was left to Skues, then aged 80, who must have reflected that it was an odd thing for all
this anger to be vented on the ethics of fishing a tiny fly under water, when the world stood at the gates of
Armageddon itself. The position of the nymph was assured, although the ripples of the debate are still spreading, and many English chalk stream fisheries still have special nymphing regulations.

TUNE UP FOR THE MOGOLLON RIM

by
Vince
Deadmond
Vince Deadmond,
"The Fly Fishing
Hardware Guy", is
co-owner of Best
Hardware in Apache
Junction, AZ. He
is an enthusiastic,
caffeniated, fly
fisher in search of a
really good cookie.
His fly fishing stories
are published on
the web, in local
newspapers and
magazines. His
stories tangle family, friends, and fly
lines.

If your lack of success fishing the small streams on the Mogollon Rim is leaving you underwhelmed, let me give you a
few tips that may increase your enjoyment. Most of my Rim
fishing trips are richly rewarding because of the fish catching, the scenery, and the relatively short drive. One can
make it a day trip, but I prefer to spend at least one night.
Being a tightwad I appreciate the many free camping opportunities. Most of the fishing spots can be accessed with
a regular vehicle, but an all wheel drive is nice to have if the
weather changes, as it frequently does on the Rim.
I recently made a scouting trip to Tonto Creek and Canyon
Creek. I was gathering information for my daughter Suzi’s
upcoming fly fishing trip. Some of the pools where fish
used to live had changed, and one needs current home addresses for the Trout family. I found many old locations that
currently had no residents, but I managed to find some new
locations that were high density fish communities. One
pool in particular was good for six Brown Trout.
The following ideas are recycled, but they will increase
your chance of fly fishing success on a small stream. First
- fish up stream, Trout are generally facing up stream and
easier to sneak up on with this approach. Two - be stealthy,
stay away from the water as much as possible, keep a low
profile, small stream fish are spooky, don’t splash, or make
noise. Wear clothing that blends in with your surroundings.
Three - keep moving up stream, make three or four casts
then move on if no one is biting. Four - cast to fishy looking
places, even if it is only a small spot. Look for cut banks,
small pockets, pools where rapids enter deeper water, and

along side of logs. Five - look at your surroundings, small
streams generally have a tree canopy overhead, and brush
lining the banks. So, shorten your casts, don’t expect to
make very many long casts. I will use a seven foot leader or
less on a small stream. Expect to tangle with trees, use at
least 5x leaders and tippet, and 4x is even easier to remove
from the trees and brush.
I have had a great deal of success with a limited number
of flies on the Rim small streams. Usually I will start with a
dry and dropper rig. My dry is usually an Elk Hair Caddis, or
a Stimulator. Below the dry I will usually place 12-18 inches of fluorocarbon and then my dropper is usually a bead
head PT Nymph, or a bead head Prince Nymph, and many
fish have been caught on a soft hackle. These flies usually
work well enough that I seldom need to dig deeper into
my fly box. If that fails try a bead head black Woolybuggar
with a red tail.
Several of you have not fished all summer, “Shame on you!”
Dust off your gear and get up to the Rim before it gets too
cold. On my last trip, apples were ripe on Tonto Creek, and
the black berries were delicious, the Trout were willing to
play, and the elk were bugling Vince Deadmond “The Fly
Fishing Hardware Guy” is available at Best Hardware &
Rental 237 N Apache Trail, Apache Junction, AZ vince@
ajbest.com or at 480 982 7461. Hope to see you on the
water soon.
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Thursday, October 29 - Wednesday, November 4, 2015
....Expect a fun time with each catch...Join us!
Questions?? Catch, me, Vince Deadmond at: vince@ajbest.com -or- 480 982 7461
More info to be mentioned at October club meeting!
Plan to join the Desert Fly Casters 52nd annual Pescador Extravaganza in Puerto Penasco, Mexico
Thursday October 29 - Wednesday November 4, 2015. Make your reservations, and plan on paying a deposit, Rocky Point gets busy this time of year. Most of the activities will be staged from
the Playa de Oro RV Park. When you make your reservations tell them you are with the Desert Fly
Caster group and they will try to put us together. You can tent camp or bring your large motor
home. The park has water, sewer, and electrical hook ups and shower facilities. Playa de Oro has
rental trailers if you are not set up for camping. The Hotel El Mirador is next door to the RV Park,
and it usually sells out early. There are condos available for rent on both sides of the trailer park.
Depending on how much time you have, some folks will arrive early and depart late. Some
dates to keep in mind would be Friday October 30. The tide chart is showing an out going tide
that would be a favorable float from La Pinta (the second estuary) low tide at 9:40 AM. That
means have your gear ready, and be ready to launch at 8:00 AM. (It’s 20 miles out of town.) That
will give you time to leisurely fish across the estuary before the tide change. The tide is unforgiving, and if you start too late or don’t have your gear ready, you will not get across the estuary
against the tide. Going with the tide is a very easy and pleasant way to use your pontoon boat,
going against the tide is too much work.
After a hard day of fly fishing I look forward to the social on Friday evening. Everyone should
bring an appetizer to share, and a wine tasting usually breaks out. Be sure to fix enough for your group and for those last minute guests
that manage to come empty handed. Fly fishing is the main topic and this is a good place to pick up on how to fish Rocky Point, what
flies to use, best knots to use, and the techniques that caught fish.
Saturday morning plan on launching at 8:30 AM, we usually do a float from the RV Park to the Vina Del Mar (a hotel on the Malicon).
We usually stop for brunch. I am suggesting that you have a vehicle at the motel, the tide does not change until 4:00 PM in the afternoon, and a ride back would be easier than rowing back to the park. Saturday evening is the Banquet and raffle that will be held at the El
Captain Restaurant. We will need items for the raffle table please see Vince if you have anything to donate, and we will need a volunteer
to run the raffle.
Sunday plan on fishing in smaller groups. Explore some of the places that you have heard of, but maybe have not fished before. This is
a good outing to keep fish for the January Fish Fry. If you need to up your fish cleaning skills this is a good outing to use your filet knife. I
will be happy to show anyone interested how I do smoked fish. I’ll plan to have some smoked fish dip at the next DFC meeting to give you
a taste of Puerto Penasco fishing. Also I will have a box of flies for the raffle that have caught many fish in Rocky Point. Monday through
Wednesday will be more fishing in small groups.
If this is your first time to Mexico the following information should answer some of your questions. Drive Time - four hours to drive
from Phoenix and five hours to return home, more check points on the US side for the return trip.
Mexican Auto Insurance - a must have, purchase online, or stop in Ajo, AZ on the way down. Another must have is your passport.
(If you do forget it may take a bit longer to reenter the USA) You will not need a fishing permit unless you are in a real boat. (pontoon
boats don’t count) Do wear your PDF.
Puerto Penasco is safe - more murders and crime occurs in Phoenix every day than happens in Puerto Penasco in a year. The road from
Lukeville-Sonoyta is a good blacktop road to Rocky Point and takes about one hour to drive. There is a new coat of asphalt from town
to the first estuary.
Restaurants - There are 120 restaurants in RP. Everything from the humble taco cart to the very elegant Food Network kind of restaurant. DFC favorites include Capone’s, La Curva, Casa del Capitan, and too many to list here.
Places to stay - Playa de Oro RV Park ($25 per night) I keep a trailer here and it’s my home base. Hotel El Mirador is next to the RV Park
for those who don’t want to camp. Staying in the many condos that line the beaches is another popular option. I would recommend
that you book early, many large groups schedule their events in Rocky Point this time of year. Most of our social and educational events
are at the RV Park.
Good source of information - “The Rocky Point Times” is a free newspaper that can be picked up around town, and is on the internet.
It has good current information.
Places to Fish - Mirador Beach at the RV Park is a good place to start, the first and second estuary are excellent places to fish, as well as
Cholla Bay. You can fish from shore, but you will do better if you use an inflatable pontoon boat and go with the tide.
continued on next page>>>
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The Catch of the Day - I have caught over 30 different species of fish in the Sea of Cortez at Puerto Penasco. The most common are Cabrilla, Trigger, Orange Mouth Corvina, Pompano, Parrot, Grouper, Flounder, Bonefish, Grunt, and Sierra Mackerel.
Basic Fly Fishing Equipment - Minimum 6 weight rod, an 8 weight is the rod of choice. You will want a 200 grain sinking line for your 6
weight, a 300 grain for your 7 weight, and a 400 grain for your 8 weight. My most used fly is a #4 Clouser Minnow. Good colors are white,
chartreuse over white, red, yellow, pink and tan have all been the hot fly of the day at different times. It’s too warm for waders, but a fishing
shirt, swim trunks, lots of sun block, a hat and polarized sun glasses are all good to have. Bring your floating line and some poppers, that
can be fun with Pompano. Useful phone numbers -

Playa de Oro RV Park 602 476 2242, Hotel El Mirador 480 626 5841, Sea Side Reservations (condos) 480 282 8608.
Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware Guy - vince@ajbest.com 480 982 7461.
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Conservation Report...
Wolf's Den: Responsive dam management key to healthy fishery
September 15, 2015 5:30 am • BY DAVID WOLF Special to the Daily Sun
Is irony is the mother of invention? It may come shoreline.
But all is not well in Vasey’s Paradise (a spring
as a surprise but if it were not for Glen Canyon
Dam the endangered humpback chub might not below Lees Ferry).
be here. Let me explain.
The food base for fish in Glen Canyon is askew.
The Lees Ferry Recreational Trout Fishery In every tributary above and below Lake PowManagement Recommendations report is the ell there are healthy populations of insects like
collaborative work of 50 angler groups, fishing stoneflies, mayflies and caddis. But below Glen
guides, conservation groups, businesses and Canyon Dam most of the insects that feed rainbiologists. The results of this effort are recom- bow trout and chubs are missing from the ecomendations to ensure the viability of a robust system. This is the result of water flow manageblue ribbon recreational rainbow trout fishery ment from the dam that addresses other issues
in the 15.5 miles of tailwater below Glen Can- at the expense of a healthy food base for fish,
yon Dam known as Lees Ferry and the viability birds, lizards and other bug-eating creatures.
of native fish.
As the level of Lake Powell has dropped, the
There may be no more studied and manipu- water temperature released from the dam has
lated section of water in the world than the risen from around 40 degrees to 60 degrees.
tailwater of Glen Canyon Dam. The generation Fine for trout, good for chub but also better for
of hydro power, the restoration of beaches for non-native warm-water fish that can migrate
river runners and wildlife, the survival of native further upriver from Lake Mead. These predawarm-water fish in the cold waters below Glen tory fish could destroy the chub and the trout
Canyon Dam, and a world-renowned cold-wa- if the water gets much warmer, allowing these
predators to reach the dam.
ter rainbow trout fishery.
Certain water release regimes from Glen CanWhat could be simpler?
yon Dam have resulted in excess reproductive
Lets tally it up.
success of rainbow trout. You might think the
Glen Canyon Dam is an electricity-generating
anglers would love that, but not so much. Too
cash cow for the Bureau of Reclamation and
many fish result in small fish that are stressed
that cash makes all the environmental work
from the missing food base. These stressed fish
possible.
are much more likely to migrate downriver and
The endangered humpback chub has seen a compete with the chub for food.
population growth of 300 percent over the last
What to do? This plan has some ideas.
decade. Still not out of the woods but doing
With
some changes in the water releases from
much better.
Glen Canyon Dam it is believed the aquatic
The trout fishery is viable, at times awesome,
food base can be restored, which will benefit
and provides up to 20,000 angler days per year,
rainbow trout, native fish and numerous other
which in turn supports 251 jobs, adds $17 milcreatures.
lion to the state's economy and keeps the busiThe installation of a water temperature regunesses below the Vermilion Cliffs in business.
lator would allow the release of water downBeaches come and go but the good news is they
stream at a temperature that the trout and chub
continue coming and going, which is the result
like while being cold enough to dissuade the
of flow manipulation from the dam designed
upstream invasion by bass and catfish from
to move sediment from the river bottom to the
Lake Mead.

Our DFC Trout Bum V/P enjoying a great
fly fishing experince along with a good cigar...
I am siting across Mount Athos fly fishing on the gulf of Chalkidiki at
sunset. I am catching red mullet, snapper and sea bass on an Orvis
frequent flyer seven piece #6 rod.
On Mount Athos, an area of 37 km long x 17 km wide peninsula
which is an independent nation, same as the Vatican is in Italy, are
currently 23 monasteries with a population of 2,800 Christian Orthodox Monks. The place does not allow women and never did. The
monasteries were built from 500 AD to 900 AD.
The area has not been otherwise heavily populated for 1500 years so
the fishing is good; every cast on a sinking line and you have a fish
on. Different one at different depths. In front of the rock I am siting
is 15 meters deep and at the end of a 50 ft cast is three times that.
Questions??? Catch me at: Michael Georgopapadakos
<michaelg@escengineeringconsultants.com>

Flows during trout spawning could be regulated to allow good reproduction, not excess reproduction, by rainbow trout that would match
the food base. This would allow trout to grow
larger, and with a healthy insect food base the
trout would stay in the Lees Ferry portion of
the river.
Oh, yeah, the leading statement. The theory
is that without Glen Canyon Dam, warmer river
water would have allowed the bass and catfish to already be upriver eating all the chub.
That's the irony. The cold water from the dam
is a threat to chub but it also keeps major chub
predators at bay.
The timing for this report is perfect as the National Park Service and Bureau of Reclamation
EIS on Glen Canyon Dam Management is currently being reviewed and will set Glen Canyon
Dam and river operations for the next 20 years.
For more info: http://ltempeis.anl.gov/
The bottom line is we can have beaches below
the dam and a healthy river with a healthy food
base, which can support the humpback chub
and a trophy blue ribbon rainbow trout fishery
that draws anglers from around the world. It is
just going to require some give and take by all
parties involved, more studies, more experiments. It will not be easy, but many believe it
can be done. You need to let the National Park
Service and Bureau of Reclamation know that
a healthy food base and a robust trout fishery
is important to you and needs consideration in
dam operations.
You can get a copy of the Lees Ferry Recreational Trout Fishery Management Recommendations from jhamill@trcp.org.
Credit: AZ Daily Sun
Copies of the Recommendations Report can also
be found at www.az-tu.org
Questions? Catch DFC Trout Bum, Joe Miller
at: jam@prairietriz.com
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GRANNOM SOFT HACKLE •

What we tie and view, then what the trout see's...
note colors after dunking

Hook: Daiichi 1110 12 and 14
or sized for your naturals.
Thread: Black • Hackle: Dun hen
Egg Sac: Emerald colored silk floss
(darkens nicely when wet).
Body: Peacock quill
Thorax: Brown squirrel and SLF blend

I thought this interesting...the fact that what we tie and perhaps view on top of our fly bench is a work
of art, and, rightfully so. We spend much time developing our skills as a fly tier only to be disappointed
in once presented on our favorite haunt in the stream... the fly is never taken. It's a mystery of what
becomes of those colors once dunked in water- even that same fly viewed in the natural sun light is far
different than our working light above the vise only the night before.
If you read on page 10 of this newsletter, (“Minor Tactics of the Chalk Stream”) you’ll be surprised with
the colors as found in Skues use of the Tup’s fly years ago.
Note- The above fly is a recent find on the internet...As outlined last month with the Tup's the blend
of those colors was a favorite in the late 1890's. It's obvious things do remain the same in fly fishing,
even now in 2015.

Please Note: Bob Harrison’s monthly Fly Tying Corner will be back in our November issue. Thank you- R.McKeon, DfC Editor.

BECKER LAKE OUTING
Dates: Thursday, Nov 12 – Sunday, Nov 15, 2015
Where: Springerville, AZ
Lodging: Rode Inn Motel
Host: Gentry Smith | Phone: (480) 213-0372 | design@gentrysmith.com
Cost(s): $140 per person – 3-nights lodging, based on two-people (double occupancy) per room
$100 per person – 2-nights lodging, based on two-people (double occupancy) per room

Big fish, a comfy room, and a free dinner… what more could you want?

The club has once again reserved a block of rooms at the Rode Inn Motel located in Springerville, just minutes away from Becker Lake. All
rooms at the Rode Inn feature two queen beds, television, refrigerator, coffee pot, microwave oven and free Wi-Fi. Single King rooms are available upon request ($200 2-nights / $280 3-nights). We will have access to their banquet room Friday night, where we’ll host a group dinner
for DFC members staying at the motel. This meal is included in the cost of this trip.
Becker Lake is a special regulation, catch-and-release, trophy trout lake. You may only use single, barbless hooks for the 16-22-inch rainbows
trout that reside there. Please advise all trout must be immediately released at Becker. You’ll want to bring a personal watercraft, 4-6wt fly
rod(s), and both floating and sinking fly lines (intermediate, or type-2). This has become a favorite club trip for many, because it consistently
produces some of the largest trout you will find in Arizona. This trip is especially good for newer anglers looking to build their confidence in
the sport and, at this price, it’s one of the best values.
Also located nearby are: Silver Creek, the Greer Lakes, Carnero Lake, Lee Valley Lake, Crescent Lake, and the Little Colorado River, just to name
a few.

NOTE: Please see Gentry Smith to sign-up for this trip and make checks payable to DFC. In order to receive the special club
rate, you must book through the club—do not call the motel directly.

Orvis Days Event, Saturday, Oct 10, 2015

DFC members are eligible for a 10% discount on regularly priced merchandise.
10:00 AM - 4:00 PM Casting for
Recovery Donations: Please donate
any useable fly-fishing equipment to
help Kristen Kile jump start Casting
for Recovery Arizona and receive
a $25 coupon towards any regular
priced item, $50 or more.

ill
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10:00 AM - 2:00 PM. Trout Unlimited - Conservation in Action Arizona:
Jim Walker of Trout Unlimited will be
providing information to us about the
conservation in Arizona regarding the
Gila and Apache Trout.

1:00 PM - Fishing the Rim Lakes of
Arizona: Jack Houck will provide
fishing wisdom in an enlightening
presentation of the Rim Lakes. Best
fishing in Arizona!!

2:00 PM - Carp Fishing in Arizona:
Come and learn about one of the
latest trends in fly fishing. Lee Lynch
will provide the latest information on
where to catch a carp on the fly.
3:00 PM: Fishing the San Juan: Come
see a spectacular presentation of the
San Juan River with Tony Corsi.
.

Orvis Scottsdale • 7012 E. Greenway Pkwy • Scottsdale, AZ 85254
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MINOR TACTICS
OF THE CHALK STREAM
BY

G.E.M. SKUES
CHAPTER XI • ETHICS OF THE WET FLY

In dealing with this subject, I am conscious that I start with a weight of opinion
against me among the fishermen of chalk
streams. I have known some of them say
in a shocked tone, "But that is wet-fly !"
as if it were some high crime and misdemeanour to use a wet fly upon a chalk
stream. To make my peace with such I
want to argue this question out, and test
and see what it is about the wet fly which
has brought such discredit upon it among
the best sportsmen in the world.
It is axiomatic with many that it is unsuccessful upon chalk streams. That is not
my opinion, but in itself it is not an objection. If it were unfairly successful it would
be another story. The object of fly-fishing,
whether wet or dry, is the catching of
trout, not anyhow, but by means refined,
clean, delicate, artistic, and sportsmanlike
in the sense that they are fair to the quarry
and fair to the brother angler. There can
be no doubt that the dry fly honestly fulfils all these conditions. Let us see where
the wet fly fails.
It is said the wet-fly man's game is a duffer's game, which needs neither knowledge nor any skill beyond enough to cast
a long line down- stream or across and
down; that it leads to a raking of the water, often with two or three flies that it
leads to the pricking and scaring of many

fish, to the catching of many undersized
trout, and to the undue disturbance of
long stretches of water, to the detriment
of the nerves of the fish and the sport of
other anglers. All this I am quite willing
to accept and to eliminate from the legitimate all wet-fly fishing which could come
under this description.
What is left to the wet-fly angler? I venture to say a mighty pretty, delicate, and
delightful art which resembles dry-fly
fishing in that the fly is cast upstream
or across, to individual fish, or to places
where it is reasonable to expect that a fish
of suitable proportions may be found, and
differs from dry-fly fishing only in the
amount of material used in the dressing
of the fly, in the force with which that fly
is cast, and in the extreme subtlety of the
indications frequently attending the taking of the fly by the fish, compared to
which there is a painful obviousness in
the taking of the dry fly. Add to this that it
provides means for the circumventing of
bulgers and feeders on larvae, that it furnishes sport on those numerous occasions
when trout are in position and probably
feeding under water without ever breaking the surface, and generally widens the
opportunities of sport for the man who
cannot be always on the spot to seize the
best opportunities afforded by a rise of
trout to the floating fly.
Is this method open to any of the objections attending the downstream raking
we concur in condemning? Is it a duffer's
game? Is it easier than dry-fly fishing? Try
and see. Does it lead to the pricking and
scaring of many fish which follow a dragging fly? No. Does it un-duly disturb long
stretches of water to the detriment of the
brother angler? Why, it is as easy to spend
an afternoon on a hundred yards as it is in
the purest cult of the dry fly.
If the trout are feeding, I for one fail
to see why they may legitimately be fished
for if they are taking a small proportion of
their food on the surface, but not if they
are taking all, or practically all, of it underneath. There is a sentence from Francis Francis quoted with approval by Mr. F.
M. Halford, which runs as follows:
"The judicious and perfect application of
dry, wet, and midwater fly-fishing stamps
the finished fly-fisher with the hall-mark

of efficiency." Nothing could be more just
if one reads it with reference to all streams,
whether chalk streams or otherwise ; but
to read it distributively so that only the
dry fly may be used on chalk streams, and
only the wet fly on other streams, seems
an unnecessary renunciation of opportunity; while to read it as meaning that only
the dry fly may be used on chalk streams,
while wet or dry fly may be legitimately
used on others, carries its own condemnation in logic.
Mr. F. M. Halford, with every desire to
be absolutely fair, has, I think, in Chapter II. of " Dry-Fly Fishing in Theory and
Practice," done more than any other man
to discredit the wet fly on chalk streams,
by the implications, first, that the principle of the dry-fly method—viz., the casting of the fly to a feeding fish in position
— wet-fly method, and, secondly, that on
the stillest days, with the hottest sun and
the clearest water, the wet fly is utterly
hopeless. On both these points I respectfully join issue with him.
On all that his book contains on the positive side about the dry fly I am in practical agreement. But if the reader considers the rods, the lines, and the flies, that
Mr. Halford recommends, he will see that
they are utterly unsuited to wet-fly fishing, and it would not be surprising that no
success attends them when used for wetfly work. But if I am right—and I am—in
asserting that, given reasonably suitable
gear, the wet fly may be cast upstream in
chalk streams to a feeding fish in position
(whether surface feeding or not is, I submit, irrelevant), and that on its day—and
there are many such in the season—it will
kill fish alike in the hottest, brightest, and
stillest weather, and on days and in places
and conditions where the dry fly is hopeless, and also in the roughest of weather,
then I may claim that it is an art worthy
to stand beside the art of the dry fly as a
supplementary resource of the angler that
is at once fair, sports- manlike, and capable of adding immensely to his enjoyment,
his sport, and his opportunities for using
the highest skill, not inferior in any sense
(except in the matter of the avoidance of
drag) to that exercised by the dry-fly expert.
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MINOR TACTICS
OF THE CHALK STREAM
CHAPTER IV • SUPPLEMENTARY IN THE MATTER OF FLIES
OF THE IMITATION OF NYMPHS, CADDIS, ALDER LARVA, AND SHRIMPS
Tup's Indispensable

Hook - Mustad Model R70/Size 12
Thread - Pearsall's Gossamer Silk (Primrose Yellow)
Hackle - Hungarian Partridge (body hackle)
Abdomen - Tups wool dubbing blend (wrapped backwards from the
hackle tie in point)
Tag/Rib - Pearsall's Gossamer Silk (Primrose Yellow) - (wrapped forward to
form tag and rib)

Greenwell's Glory

Hook: Std Dry #14-#16
Thread: Olive/Yellow
Tail: Furnace
Hackle Rib: Gold Wire
Body: Olive/Yellow Thread
Wings: Duck Quill Hackle: Furnace

Blue Winged Olive

Hook: Tiemco #3761, #18-20
Thread: 6/0 light olive for weighted, 6/0 olive for unweighted
Weight: .010" lead wire, if desired
Tails: Olive-dyed mallard flank
Abdomen: Dubbing blend of 40% dark brown rabbit, 40% black rabbit,
and 20% olive sparkle yarn
Legs: Olive-dyed mallard flank, tied beard style
Wingcase: Black-dyed quill section
Thorax: Same as abdomen

For some time after my introduction to Tup's Indispensable
I used it only as a dry fly, but one July I put it over a fish without avail, and cast it a second time without drying it. It was
dressed with a soft hackle, and at once went under, and the
trout turned at it and missed. Again I cast, and again the trout
missed, to fasten soundly at the next offer. It was a discovery
for me, and I tried the pattern wet over a number of fish on
the same shallow, with most satisfactory results. I thus satisfied
myself that Tup's Indispensable could be used as a wet fly; and
indeed, when soaked its colours merge and blend so beautifully
that it is hardly singular; and it was a remarkable imitation of a
nymph I got from a trout's mouth.
The next step was to try it on bulging fish, and to my great delight I found it even more attractive than Greenwell's Glory. It
was the foundation of a small range of nymph patterns, but for
under water feeders, whether bulging or otherwise, I seldom
need anything but Tup's Indispensable, dressed with a very
short, soft henny hackle in place of the bright honey or rusty
dun used for the floating pattern. The next I tried was a Blue
Winged Olive. There was a hatch of this pernicious insect one
afternoon. The floating pattern is always a failure with me, and
in anticipation I had tied some nymphs of appropriate colour of
body, and hackled with a single turn of the tiniest blue hackle
of the merlin. It enabled me to get two or three excellent trout
which were taking blue-winged olive nymphs greedily under
the opposite bank, and which, or rather the first of which, like
their predecessors, had refused to respond to a floating imitation. The body was a mixture of medium olive seal's fur and
bear's hair close to the skin, tied with primrose silk, the whisk
being short and soft, from the spade-shaped feather found on
the shoulder of a blue dun cock.
Another pattern, successful in the last two months of the
season, is dressed with a very short palish-blue dun or honey
dun hen's hackle, a body of hare's poll tied on pale primrose
silk, with or without a small gold tag and palest ginger whisks.
But it is evident that on this subject I am only at the beginning of inquiry. Of course there is nothing very new in the idea
of imitating nymphs. The half stone is just a nymph generally
ruined by over-hackling. In July, 1908, I caught an Itchen fish
one after- noon, and on examining his mouth I found a dark
olive nymph. My fly-dressing materials were with me, and I
found I had a seal's fur which, with a small admixture of bear's
hair, dark brown and woolly, from close to the skin, enabled
me to reproduce exactly the colours of the natural insect. I
dressed the imitation with short, soft, dark blue whisks, body
of the mixed dubbing tied with well-waxed bright yellow silk,
and bunched at the shoulder to suggest wing-cases, the lower
part of the body being ribbed with fine gold wire. Two turns of
a very short, dark rusty dun hackle completed the imitation,
much to my satisfaction.
Apparently it was no less agreeable to the trout, for, beginning
to fish next morning at ten o'clock, I found six fish rising in a
shallow. I began with a small Red Sedge, as no dun was yet on
the water, and missed several of them. Then, putting up Pope's
Green Nondescript, I again missed three fish in succession. I
then bethought myself of my nymph, and, knotting it on, in a
...continued on page 10
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....continued: OF THE IMITATION OF NYMPHS, CADDIS, ALDER LARVA, AND SHRIMPS
Red Sedge

Hook - Dai Riki 305 #16
Thread - Uni 8/0 rusty brown
Rib - copper wire x-small
Abdomen - hare's ear dubbing
Body hackle - brown (undersize by 2)
Wing - hen pheasant
Front hackle - brown (standard size)

Pope's Green Nondescript

Hook : 16 - 20
Thread : Crimson silk
Tail : Red cock hackle fibres
Body : Apple green floss
Rib : Flat gold tinsel
Wings : Starling wing quill
Hackle : Red cock

Dotterel Dun

Hook: Daiichi 1530
Thread: Pearsall's Gossamer Yellow
Body: Yellow silk lightly waxed and touch-dubbed with Hare's ear dubbing
Hackle: Golden Plover body feather
Note: A thorax of hare's dubbing or peacock herl may be added

few minutes I had five of the six fish, and had lost the other.
I then found a trout feeding in a run, evidently under water, I
made a miscast at him, and he came a yard across to take the
nymph, but did not take a good hold, for I lost him, only to secure a better fish a few moments later. It then came on to blow
and pelt with rain in such sort as to render it no sort of pleasure
to continue fishing, and I knocked off at eleven o'clock, with
three brace as the result of an hour's fishing.
I have made me a shallow spoon-shaped net of butterflynet material to attach to the ring of my landing-net. It has the
advantage of taking any- thing which comes down the stream,
whether on or under the surface, and its practical use demonstrates itself in more ways than one. For instance, in September,
1909, I went down to the river about 9:30, and, having put my
rod together, sank my net in the water, and watched for what
came down. There were a number of tiny diptera, but no trace
of dun or nymph. I therefore concluded that it would be some
time before the trout would be lined up under the banks, and
that I could safely go away for an hour, and try certain carriers
where the feeding of fish is not dependent on the rise. I did
this, and put in over an hour's exciting, if not very remunerative, sport before returning to the main river. The rise came on
about 11:30, But for my net I might have wasted all the time on
the bank, instead of conducting a siege of three very handsome
trout, and bringing up two of them.
On occasion I have found a Dotterel Dun tied with yellow
tying silk on a No. 00 hook, and hackled with the tiniest dotterel hackle, after the manner of Stewart (i.e., not hackled all
at the head, but palmer-wise for halfway down the short body),
quite remunerative fished wet. This, I imagine, is taken for a
dun emerging. But it is not only duns whose nymphal stages
may be imitated. I borrowed of Mr. Martin E. Mosely, of the
Fly-fishers' Club, a tube containing some nearly full-grown
larvae of the alder, and although he assured me that they were
always in the mud, and never seen by the trout, I made a sort
of imitation of them which rather pleased me, and I tried it in
Germany in mid-May. Whether the trout saw or did not see the
natural insect in that stage I don't pretend to know, but they
took the imitation with such avidity that I speedily wore out
my three specimens. They were only made as an experiment,
and I tried no more, as I felt qualms in my mind as to whether
it was quite the game to imitate this insect in this stage, any
more than it would be to fish an imitation of the caddis. I am
therefore not giving my recipe. Nor do I give that for making a
caddis or gentle which I once tried, with mad success for a few
minutes, and gave up, conscience-stricken.
I was at one time greatly interested in an attempt to imitate
the fresh-water shrimp, and I tied a variety of patterns, including several with backs of quill of some small bird dyed greenish- olive, and ribbed firmly while wet and impressionable with
silk or gold wire; but somehow I never used or attempted to use
any one of them. I, however, gave one to an acquaintance, and
he tied it on, and, standing on a footbridge, cast it downstream
over some trout which were reputed uncatchably shy. At the
first cast a big fish rushed at the shrimp, slashed it, and went
off leaving the one-time owner lamenting.
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Chalk Streams Now and Then...
Chalk streams are streams that flow through chalk hills towards the
sea. They are typically wide, shallow, and due to the filtering effect of
the chalk they are alkaline and clear. There are 210 chalk streams in
the world, and 160 of those are in England. Chalk streams are popular
with fly fishermen who fish for trout on these rivers.
Chalk geology is porous, and rain falling onto chalk hills percolate
directly into the ground, where the chalk acts as an aquifer. The water
filters through the chalk, re-emerging lower down the slope in springs.
The chalk acts as a temporary reservoir by regulating the amount of
water supplied to the springs. This is why many chalk streams in the
UK have stable flow regimes that vary only slightly over time. The
temperature of the emerging surface water is fairly stable and rarely
deviates from 10°C (50°F). On cold winter mornings, it can look as
though steam is rising above the relatively warm river.

The Chalk streams that are always referenced in some early writings were always very clear in England, and still are clear to this
day. The Chalk streams were the pride and joy of dry-fly trouters as
well as the wet fly enthusiasts. Back in the late 1890’s it was, at times,
“boorish” to wade the waters. You took your presentations to a trout
as you stood on the banks. A landing net with a long handle was
one of your tools for success of bringing home the groceries.

STUFF TO THINK ABOUT....

Check this out next time you'll be needing ittybitty bags to store fishing stuff in, anywhere,
from hooks to special dubbing materials. Go to
your favorite Wallgreens and buy a pack of Pill
Pouches. Easy to use and you get 50 in a pack
for about $3.50.
R.McKeon, DFC Editor

USA CHALK STREAM

The Big Spring chalk stream in Pennsylvania has created such a similar environment to some of Englands chalk streams that the site below
has a whole page describing how amazingly similar they are.
Big Spring which is one of the largest spring creeks in Pennsylvania is
very similar to an English Chalk Stream. In fact, most fly anglers and
aquatic biologists would be pressed to discern the differences between
the two.
These streams have exactly the same water temperature around 11
degree Celsius and the macrophytes and substrates of the stream look
exactly like Big Spring.
There are a few differences between the streams but for the most part
they are ecological equivalents.

Could the life forms be created by some sort of morphic field or
eletromagnetic energy/frequency that means it creates or transforms
the life in the area?
Notice the relative size and the way the banks look on both of these
streams. The Limestone Spring Creeks of South-Central Pennsylvania
and the English Chalk Streams have the same biogeochemical signatures and “footprints” scientifically.
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October 29-November 4, 2015

Details during October 14, 2015- Club Meeting
Questions? Catch Vince at: vddeadmond@msn.com

NOVEMBER OUTING

Annual Becker Lake Trip

Thursday, Nov 12 – Sunday, Nov 15, 2015

Host: Gentry Smith • Phone: (480) 213-0372 • design@gentrysmith.com

RAFFLE...Attention Trout Bums
Fall is around the corner and some of us will be cleaning out the garage, shed, cabin and any other place
used to store (or hide from the spouse) extra fishing gear. Instead of putting it in the garage sale. If you
have an item that is “gently used.” Think about donating it to the club raffle. Please remember “gently
used” Attention fly tiers… We can always use a fly tied by a fellow trout bum whether it catches fish or
scares them out of the water. Its all in how you tell the story that counts. Lady trout bums. I didn’t forget
you. If any of our Lady trout bumettes have an item that can go in the raffle you can donate it. See, me,
Frank Schettino at the next club meeting or email me at: sketno1026@hotmail.com.
Thank you for all of your support,
Frank Schettino
DFC Trout Raffle Bum
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